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So what do we think is meant by eating the flesh and drinking the blood
of Jesus. John writes “Unless you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and
drink his blood you have no life in you. My flesh is true food and my
blood is true drink. The one who eats this bread will live forever.” What
are we to make of this?
“How can this man give us his flesh to eat?” A question asked in our
Gospel story.
This language is meant to get our attention. Meant to grab us. Even
make us uncomfortable. But if we take this language literally – which it
was never intended to be -- it is disturbing. And absurd.
So what kind of language is this?
A useful if not necessary question when reading our Gospel stories.
And our gospel stories are just that: Stories. That doesn’t mean they
are not true. But most of these stories are not to be mistaken as
factual. Nor to be taken literally. Stories about Jesus are a mixture of
history remembered and memory interpreted. These stories are
intended to convey a truth. But not like a journalistic report.
The language in today’s gospel, the language of flesh and blood and
eating and drinking I suggest is more theopoetic then theo-logic. As
Robert Frost wrote, Christ came to make a break with logic. Christ came
to make a break with logic. And I think the author of this Gospel is
doing the same.

Theopoetic comes from the Greek word poiesis which means to make.
Or create. Or bring something into being that didn’t exist before. Theos
is the Greek for God. So something is happening in theopoetic
language. It creates an experience. And it is up to us to wonder what. It
is not literal language. It is suggestive.
John’s language about Jesus being living bread and eating his flesh and
drinking blood is not literal. We know that. We know that. We know
this language is not to be taken literally. And John knew this language
was not to be taken literally. Which is why he included the question
how can this man give up his flesh to eat. The questioner obviously
didn’t get it. John’s language is symbolic. As is the language of
theopoetics. And a symbol is not to be mistaken for the thing itself. It
begs for interpretation. It persistently pecks at the limits of our logical
thinking. Like a chick inside an egg. Begging to get out.
But if a theopoetic invitation is mistaken as the stuff of a propositional
statement we court theological trouble.
And with this in mind I suggest that the Eucharistic language of
receiving the body and blood of Jesus has been interpreted too literally.
When I was in seminary we were taught that the moment when the
priest called upon the Holy Spirit to change the bread and wine into the
“actual body and blood of Jesus” was the epiclesis. Epi meaning upon.
And clesis meaning call. Calling upon the Holy Spirit. There is a long
history in the Christian tradition of describing this act of calling upon
the Holy Spirit as transubstantiation. The belief that the bread and
wine become Jesus’ body and blood. It was one of the indicators of
devotion and faith. I think the emphasis on transubstantiation makes a
theopoetic image into a propositional statement. And has gotten us
into theological trouble. And not good trouble.

I remember years ago a woman came to me because she was disturbed
and puzzled by the language in our Eucharistic liturgy. And she asked
me what is the church asking me to swallow here? I thought that was
a telling question. Not unlike the one in our gospel.
I take the Eucharist very seriously. I don’t take the language literally. As
symbolic language it has meaning. Profound meaning. Instructive
meaning for us. And I will make use of this passage in John’s gospel as
though it is Eucharistic language to make my point.
John has Jesus say I am the living bread. And then goes on to have
Jesus say “whoever eats of this bread will live forever. And the bread
that I will give for the life of the world is my flesh.”
This is theopoetic language. Symbolic. Bread here is the operative
symbol. And John presses our logic by graphically saying to ingest such
“bread” is to embody Jesus. Nothing but theopoetic language could
make this true.
To say bread is a symbol for Jesus (and again don’t mistake the symbol
for the thing itself) plays with the idea that Jesus, like bread, is part of
our daily nourishment, daily life. The world needs daily bread too.
What I think is so insightful about John’s use of language here is that
Jesus was known for his meal practice. Or table fellowship. Or what
some scholars call open commensality. Meaning that anyone and
everyone was welcome at the table with Jesus. In the first century
world who you ate with mirrored social status and even political power
and standing. Or lack of it. You were defined by the company you kept.
Jesus would sit and take and eat with priests or prostitutes, with
nobodies and somebodies with outcasts and influencers. He was

known for this. He was known for his open table fellowship. And
sharing God’s blessing with them all, whoever they were. He ignored
the strict definitions that distinguished the pure and impure. The
righteous and the unrighteous. Jesus’ behavior was boundary
shattering. It was equivalent to turning social and political and religious
tables upside down. It was considered an affront and outright
challenge to the norms that ordered the day, norms designed to keep
things and everyone in their place.
John knew that Jesus behavior and his meal practice was an
embodiment of a way of life. And it was a counter sign to the current
kingdom of Caesar. It was a sign of what the kingdom of God was like.
Everyone was of equal worth and value. There was a place for
everyone. And there was enough for everyone. (Christ did come to
make a break with logic.) It was possible. It happened at Jesus’ table.
And all are blessed in the name of God. His action was not a show of
generous hospitality. It was a declaration for justice and fairness and
everyone having enough. And for the accessibility of God.
The image of Jesus being bread and sharing such bread at table became
the model and sign of Christian fellowship. The interpretation of Jesus
being a sacrificial offering as a substitutionary atonement for our sin
came later in the tradition. The language in John I think reflects table
fellowship. Not sacrifice on an altar.
I suggest that John’s intent in using the language of bread and eating
the body and drinking the blood was a graphic, dramatic, unforgettable
way to say to his followers embody Jesus in the world. Embody Jesus
understanding. And action. Let your table fellowship be a sign of the
kingdom of God that is here. And available. For everyone.
Our Eucharist then I suggest is a public sign and representative action of
how we are to live in the world and share with one another. In

shorthand: Practice table fellowship. Everyone is to be treated equally.
All are welcome, accepted, cared for. Make sure everyone has what
they need to live. Jesus table fellowship was a public statement
insisting there was another way to live and treat one another and order
the world. The people got the message. They welcomed it. The ruling
elites got the message too. And they didn’t like it. It is one of the
reasons Jesus was executed. He was saying the system can be changed.
For some that was good news from the bottom up. For others it was a
threat that everything had to come toppling down.
Throughout our Christian history we ask again and again what are our
gospel stories about? What do they signify or mean? Then and now.
What is at stake? How is God happening in them? How are we being
formed by this particular text?
Whatever we may think about Jesus divinity he was a man of flesh and
blood like we are. His body was flesh and blood. Like ours. He was one
of us. He was one of us. That is good news for us. How he lived, how
he loved, what he dreamed and hoped for are possibilities for us. He
was compassionate. A healer. Indiscriminate, impartial about meeting
the needs of people, whatever their circumstance. He was relentless in
seeking justice. People said he was one with God. In his flesh.
Jesus is not a substitute for us. He was an incarnation like us. We share
body and blood. How he lived is how we can live. That is our hope. For
a future. A better future. For everyone. Because it is our conviction
that Jesus is the Way, the Truth and the Life.
The theopoetic invitation in the Gospel of John today pushes us to be
bold. It is begging us to get out. And embody Jesus. Embody what he
stood for, what he lived for. Love one another like he loved. Make
decisions for the common good. Jesus made God happen. So now how
do we?

We make God happen by being Jesus’ body and blood in the world. It is
not the priest who makes this happen. You do.

